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In this study, we investigated the frequency of the C598T VHL mutation in the Campania Region of South Italy. Unexpectedly, we discovered a cluster of the disease on the island of Ischia (Bay of Naples), which has a population of about 55,000. This is the first region other than Chuvashia where this congenital polycythemia is endemic.

Patients, materials, and methods

Patients

Twenty-two patients from 13 families with suspected Chuvash-like congenital polycythemia were included in the study. Diagnostic criteria included (1) persistent elevated hemoglobin level (> 180 g/L [18 g/dL] in males, > 165 g/L [16.5 g/dL] in females, or > 2 SD above the median of the sex- and age-specific normal range in children); (2) absence of splenomegaly; (3) normal leukocyte and platelet counts; (4) normal hemoglobin oxygen affinity; (5) high or inappropriately high serum Epo level,1,3,9,10 and (6) absence of known causes of secondary erythrocytosis. The median age of patients at diagnosis was 19 years (range, 1-34 years). Some patients had undergone sporadic or regular phlebotomy treatment. Eleven patients were members of 2 unrelated families: 8 from family A and 3 from family B. The other 11 subjects reported no affected relatives. All cases were recruited through the Department of Pediatrics (Second University of Naples) and the Division of Hematology (Federico II University of Naples). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Second University of Naples and performed in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki of 1975, as revised in 2000. Written informed consent for molecular genetic analysis, data analysis, and publication was obtained from all participants.

Family A. Family A includes 8 polycythemic patients: a mother (P13), her 2 sons (P15 and P16), her brother (P12), her father (P05), her uncle (P04), and 2 cousins (P07 and P08) (Figure 1A). All live on the island of Ischia. No patient had a history or evidence of thrombotic complications or cancer. There is no record of consanguinity in the family. Erythrocytosis was discovered in the mother when she was 10 years old, at which time the hemoglobin (Hb) was 165 g/L (16.5 g/dL) and packed cell volume (PCV) was 54% (54%). The serum Epo concentration was 35 IU/L (mIU/mL) (normal range, 11-30 IU/L [mIU/mL]); before phlebotomy therapy was initiated. Her husband was not affected by erythrocytosis. Polycythemia was diagnosed in her 2 sons shortly after birth, and they began a therapeutic phlebotomy program to maintain their hematocrit level below .45 (45%). Their Epo levels were 55 and 99 IU/L (mIU/mL) before phlebotomies.

Family B. Family B includes 3 polycythemic subjects. A 9-year-old girl from Ischia (P22) (Figure 1B) was diagnosed with erythrocytosis at the age of 3 months. Hb was 210 g/L (21.0 g/dL) and PCV was .59 (59%), whereas O2 P50 was normal. The Epo concentration was 41 IU/L (mIU/mL). Polycythemia was diagnosed in her mother (P19) and uncle (P21) when they were 10 and 12 years old, respectively. They had elevated levels of Hb (197 g/L [19.7 g/dL] and 225 g/L [22.5 g/dL], respectively) and Epo (34 IU/L [mIU/mL] and 75 IU/L [mIU/mL], respectively). There is no record of consanguinity in the family. The patients do not have a history of cerebrovascular complications or cancer.

Detection of gene mutations

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes with the Flexigene DNA Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany). To search for VHL mutations, we sequenced all 3 VHL exons and their intron-exon boundaries. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed essentially as reported in Ang et al,3 and the reaction products were purified using a QiAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen GmbH). The products were sequenced using the ABI 310 DNA Sequencer and the ABI PRISM Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Reaction Kit (Applied Biosystems, Milan, Italy), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The coding regions of the elongin B and elongin C genes and the HIF-1α sequences spanning the oxygen-dependent degradation/pVHL interaction domain (residues 417-698, exons 10-12) were screened for DNA sequence variations by PCR amplification and DNA sequencing using the oligonucleotide primers and PCR conditions described in Clifford et al.20 DNA sequencing of PCR products was carried out as reported.

Mutation screening for the C598T base change

The C598T mutation abolishes a Fnu4HI restriction endonuclease recognition site. Thus, to screen for the mutation, we digested 14 µL PCR-amplified exon 3 product with 0.5 U Fnu4HI (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, Herts, United Kingdom) for 3 hours at 37°C. The digested products were visualized by electrophoresis on 2% agarose.

Haplotype analysis

We used 8 single-nucleotide polymorphisms that span the VHL gene (rs1056286, rs722509, rs779805 A/G, rs779806, rs1678607, 1149 A/G, rs696356, rs378630), which are known to be highly informative in the Chuvash population,31 to characterize polycythemic patients. The PCR products were sequenced as reported in “Detection of gene mutations.”

Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction

We isolated RNA from 5 × 106 Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed lymphoblastoid cells using the Trizol Reagent Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Total RNA was prepared from reticulocytes as described elsewhere.31 cDNA was synthesized using the Superscript II Kit (Invitrogen) with random hexamers and 1.5 µg total RNA. PCR amplification of the whole VHL coding region was carried out with primers cVHL1-3F1 5’-CACGCTTCGCCCCGCGTCCGAC-3’ (located at the 5’-untranslated region) and cVHL1-3R1 5’-AAGGAAGGAACCAGTCCGTG-3’ (located at the 3’-untranslated region). PCR conditions were as reported in Cario et al.7 The reaction products were analyzed by agarose electrophoresis. cDNA was amplified with a primer located in the second VHL exon (cVHL2-3F1 5’-CTCTTCCAGAGATCGAGGACAC-3’) and the cVHL1-3R1 primer in separate experiments. The reaction product (377 bp) was digested with 0.5 U Fnu4HI as described in “Mutation screening for the C598T base change.”

The expression of the EPO, VEGF, SDF1, and TPI genes was evaluated by reverse transcriptase (RT)–PCR with cDNAs prepared as described in “Detection of gene mutations.” The primers and conditions were as follows:
**Results**

**The VHL gene C598T mutation in the Campania Region**

We studied 22 patients from 13 families putatively affected by Chuvash-like erythrocytosis. We studied only patients whose hemoglobin-adjusted Epo serum concentration was higher than normal under nonphlebotomized conditions. All subjects live in the Campania region of southern Italy, which has a population of about 5 million. All declared that their family had resided in Campania for several generations. No patient is of Chuvash origin.

We first evaluated the occurrence of the C598T mutation by sequencing the 3 VHL exons (Figure 2A). We verified the results by amplifying the third VHL exon and digesting the PCR product with Fnu4HI (Figure 2B). Because the mutation abolishes the Fnu4HI restriction site, the amplified product containing C598T was not digested (Figure 2B). Identical results were obtained with the 2 approaches, thereby validating the second method in the screening of multiple DNA samples.

We identified the mutation in 14 patients (5 families) of the 22 examined (Figure 2B). Twelve patients were homozygotes for the C598T mutation and 2 were heterozygotes. A similar screening of putative Chuvash-like polycythemic patients living in other Italian regions revealed no patient with the C598T mutation (data not shown).

All the 12 homozygote patients (3 families) live on Ischia. Although the 2 heterozygotes do not live on Ischia, their parents who carried the VHL mutation live on the Naples coastline directly facing the island. No mutations were found in the 3 VHL exons of the other 8 polycythemic patients who did not carry the C598T mutation.

**VHL mutation in heterozygotes**

The 2 patients with a heterozygous C598T mutation were a 4-year-old boy (P24) and a 30-year-old man (P25). Erythrocytosis was discovered at the age of 2 years (P24) and 10 years (P25). Their present hemoglobin levels are 170 g/L (17 g/dL) and 205 g/L (20.5 g/dL), PCV of .54 (54%) and .65 (65%), and serum Epo 33 IU/L (mIU/mL) and 54 IU/L (mIU/mL), respectively. Thus far, they have no hyperviscosity symptoms or thromboembolic complications. These 2 patients (and their parents) declared that no other family member is affected by erythrocytosis. There was no consanguinity in the parents. In both the cases, the C598T mutation was inherited from the father, but neither father had any clinical or laboratory signs of polycythemia.

Subjects heterozygous for the C598T mutation do not usually manifest erythrocytosis. However, 2 independent cases of polycythemic patients heterozygous for the C598T mutation have been...
We next carried out a series of analyses to look for other genetic aberrations (eg, mutations, deletions, and silencings) that could affect the apparently wild-type VHL allele. First, we sequenced the VHL gene promoter and did not find any mutations. However, this finding does not exclude abnormalities that may affect the expression of the wild-type VHL allele (eg, epigenetic events) or result in altered transcripts. Therefore, we analyzed the VHL transcripts. We retrotranscribed total RNA from EBV-transformed B lymphoblasts of the 2 patients and amplified the cDNA using primers localized in the 5'- and 3'-UTR of the VHL mRNA. This experiment revealed 2 full-length VHL transcripts, as previously reported.

Because the 2 heterozygote polycythemic patients have high Epo serum levels, it is conceivable that genetic alterations of components of the oxygen-sensing pathway other than VHL may contribute to erythrocytosis. Consequently, we looked for mutations in the HIF1A gene and in 2 genes (ie, elongin B and elongin C) that encode other components of the E3 complex that ubiquitinates HIF-1α. No mutations were found.

**VHL gene mutation is endemic on Ischia**

The 12 patients, homozygous for the Chuvash-like mutation, come from 3 families that live on Ischia (Figures 1-2). Greater than 50% of the patients are affected by hypotension and varicose veins. No cancer or other symptoms of Chuvash polycythemia were observed. In addition to families A and B (corresponding to 11 patients), the other homozygous subject (P23) was a 35-year-old man with a long-standing history of erythrocytosis. He is the only member of his family affected by polycthemia, and at present he has a hemoglobin level of 210 g/L (21 g/dL), PCV of .64 (64%), and a serum Epo level of 42 IU/L (mIU/mL). His heterozygous parents have no history of consanguinity.

Our 2 affected families included 6 homozygotes (P08, P12, P13, P15, P16, and P22) who had one homozygous parent (P04, P05, P13, and P19) (Figures 1-2). Because the other parent was an obligate heterozygote (P03, P06, P14, and P20) and parental consanguinity was denied, we inferred a high frequency of the C598T mutation on Ischia. In this population, we determined that the mutation occurred with a frequency of 0.0703 (9 heterozygotes in 64 healthy subjects). None of the investigated subjects belonged to families that included homozygote patients. Conversely, we found no VHL mutations in 100 healthy subjects (200 chromosomes) from other Italian areas. The haplotype pattern in our 12 patients (data not shown) was identical to that previously reported in patients with Chuvash polycthemia.

The data obtained in this novel VHL-dependent polycythemia cluster suggest that heterozygotes may have some selective advantages that favor the spread and maintenance of the mutated allele. To address this issue, we determined HIF-1α activity in EBV-transformed B lymphoblasts from healthy subjects, heterozygotes, and homozygotes. As shown in Figure 4A, HIF-1α activity was 3-fold higher in homozygotes compared with controls. Surprisingly, activity was also increased in heterozygous subjects. These results were confirmed by a sensitive immunoblotting procedure (Figure 4B). Using RT-PCR, we also measured the expression of the EPO, VEGF, SDF1 (Figure 5A) and TP1 (data not shown).
genes, which are targets of activated HIF-1α. In particular, SDF1 has recently been demonstrated to be modulated by HIF-1α. Because the SDF-1 protein is involved in angiogenesis, it could play a role in lowering blood pressure in homozygous and heterozygous subjects with Chuvash polycythemia. As shown in Figure 5A, VEGF expression was increased in homozygotes (by more than 3-fold as assessed by gel scanning). In contrast, EPO and SDF1 (Figure 5A) and TP1 (data not shown) gene transcription was identical in all samples.

We also evaluated the expression of SDF1, VEGF, and EPO in reticulocytes from a healthy subject and from a C598T homozygote. Only VEGF transcription was up-regulated, whereas EPO and SDF1 expression was unchanged, thereby confirming the findings obtained in lymphoblastoid cells (Figure 5B). Quantitative PCR confirmed the data on EPO and SDF1 expression. Immuno-blotting experiments with 2 other HIF-1α targets—aldolase and GAPDH—revealed no variations (Figure 5C).

**Discussion**

This study demonstrates that Chuvash polycythemia is frequent in Campania and is endemic on the island of Ischia. This is the only cluster known besides the original Chuvash cluster. Our observation supports the notion that this erythrocytosis variant is spread throughout the world and demonstrates that it might be very frequent in some areas. A study carried out in other Italian regions (data not shown) suggests that the Ischia cluster is unique in Italy. Moreover, the finding that our 12 patients have the same haplotype as the Chuvash patients supports the single-founder hypothesis.

Although there is no proof of direct contact between the Chuvash and the inhabitants of Ischia, there is evidence, albeit weak, of a link between the 2 populations that might account for the high incidence of the disease on the island. The Chuvash derive from the Huns, who are thought to derive from the Middle East populations of the Sumerians and Scythians. The Huns also interacted with the Hungars and Vandals. Thus, the C598T VHL allele may have reached Ischia consequent to (1) the Vandals’ invasion of Ischia that started from a Carthaginian harbor at the time of Attila the Hun, (2) the Hungars’ conquest of central and southern Italy, and (3) the pillaging by Turks of Ischia and surrounding areas. Irrespective of the route of transmission, we cannot explain the high incidence of the C598T mutation in Ischia and not in other Italian regions with a similar history. It is conceivable that a founder effect in a small isolated population within an island under social and environmental conditions that retard outbreeding may have led to the emergence of the mutation. Another possibility is that the altered gene might convey advantages in terms of iron metabolism, erythropoiesis, and embryonic development. For instance, improved erythropoiesis could compensate for iron deficiency consequent to a fish-based diet. Moreover, a slight increase of HIF-1α-regulated cytokines might be useful in such conditions as preclampsia.

Our data on HIF target gene transcription in Chuvash polycythemia differ from those of a previous study in 2 aspects. First, EPO expression was not up-regulated in our EBV-transformed B-lymphocytes, which might reflect the low expression of EPO in these cells. Second, and more intriguing, is the observation that of the 5 genes expressed in lymphoblastoid cells, namely VEGF, SDF1, TP1, aldolase, and GAPDH, only VEGF appears to be up-regulated in the Chuvash-like polycythemic lymphoid cells. It is probable that, in an identical genetic background, different HIF-1α levels are required to express specific genes or sets of genes, which would explain, at least in part, the distinct phenotypes observed in subjects with different VHL mutations.

The mechanism underlying VHL-dependent polycythemia in patients with only one altered allele is not clear. In this context, it is noteworthy that we also found polycythemic patients who fulfilled the Chuvash-like erythrocytosis criteria and had high serum Epo, but who had no VHL mutations (S.P. and F.D.R., manuscript submitted). This raises the possibility of alterations at other steps of the HIF-1α-related pathway.

A clinical aspect of this study is that in regions, such as Chuvashia and Ischia, congenital polycythemia should be considered a “frequent” nonbenign hematologic disease. Awareness of this frequency may lead to early diagnosis and hence better patient management. Finally, because it is not strictly confined to Chuvashia and not solely a result of the C598T mutation, we suggest that “VHL-dependent polycythemia” would be a more accurate term for this condition.
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